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9:00  

Welcome and Logistics 
 
Introduction:  Our experience with data and metrics 
 
Dashboard Indicators:  Connecting data to “mission” 
 
Interim Milestones:  The “results” that staff contribute to the big goals 
 

10:45  BREAK 
 
  Debrief on Interim Milestones exercise 
 

Useful Reports:  Making data “work” to benefit staff 
 
Data Quality:  Strategies to make it better 

 
 
12:15  LUNCH 
 
1:00  Engaging Staff’s “Inquisitive Mind”:  

 

 Discussing Reports 
 

 Exploring staff “hunches” to improve results 
 

2:45  BREAK 
 

A Quick Self-Assessment:  Where is our organization or program in terms of 
helping metrics “matter” to all staff? 

   
  Identifying your Action Steps:  What are a couple of priority areas to focus on? 
 
  Debrief and Evaluations 
 
4:00  Close 



RECRUITMENT MILESTONE “FUNNEL”:  CALCULATING OUTREACH, RECRUITMENT & INTAKE GOALS 
 

MILESTONES PER CYCLE 
Do you know what your current “leakage” rates are? 

 
 
 
 
 

_______ # of Contacts 
 

_______ # of Interested Applicants 

 

_______ # of Applicants Passing Tests 

 

_______ # Accepted for Group Orientation 

 

_______ # of Group Orientation attendees 

 

_______# Accepted 

 

_______ # of Day 1 attendees 

 

_______ # of Graduates 
    

_______ #   First Placements 
 

______ # Working  
at 6 months 
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 JVS-SF EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT MILESTONES 

Level I Level II Level III Level IV Level V 

Employer 

Examples 

• Hyatt Regency 

• Mills Peninsula 

• Borders 

• Chinese Hospital 

• Microsoft 

• On Lok Senior Svcs 

• Safeway 

• Laguna Honda  

• Wells Fargo 

• UCSF 

Description of 

Program 

Engagement 

 

Early stage of relationship. 

Just establishing a 

knowledge of JVS programs 

and services and defining 

relevance to employer 

needs. 

Some relationship is 

established. Employer 

may have participated 

in one or two events, 

come for a tour, hired 

once, etc. 

Greater and more 

regular involvement in 

JVS programs, 

collaboration in new 

program development; 

JVS is becoming a 

resource in hiring and 

training 

Strong relationship 

with JVS; reliance on 

JVS for training and 

recruitment; collab-

oration in program 

development; JVS 

incorporates employer 

feedback re: recruit-

ment practices, etc. 

Long-standing 

relationship with JVS, 

supporter of JVS 

clients and programs. 

Established hiring 

relationship, 

consistent input in 

program design, some 

financial support. 

Examples of 

Activities 

• Jobs online 

• Hiring JVS candidates 

 

Preceding activities, & 

• Refer employees/job 

seekers to JVS 

services 

• Participate in JVS 

job fairs 

• Nominate JVS hires 

for Strictly Business 

Employee of the Year 

Award 

Preceding activities, & 

• Speakers/presenta-

tions at JVS events 

• Internships or job 

shadowing 

• Informational & 

mock Interviews 

• Focus groups 

• Advisory Board 

Preceding activities, & 

• Refer instructors to 

JVS programs 

• Recruiter presenta-

tions to JVS staff 

• Letters of support for 

grant proposals 

• Clinical rotations 

Preceding activities, & 

• Customized training 

for specific hard-to-fill 

positions 

• Retention services 

and career coaching 

for new hires and your 

employees  

• Onsite training for 

your employees 

Benefit to 

Employer 

 

• Increase quality and 

pipeline of job candidates 

• Increase community 

visibility of your 

organization 

• Refer employees to 

JVS training programs 

• Strengthen career 

advancement 

opportunities 

• Opportunity to pre-

screen job candidates 

• Input into new 

training programs 

• Increased aware-

ness of successful 

workforce models 

through Adv. Bd and 

focus groups 

• Candidates trained 

to your specifications 

• Increased JVS 

responsiveness to 

recruiter needs 

• More opportunities 

to observe potential 

candidates 

• Access to leveraged 

funding for training 

• Reduced in-house 

training cost 

• Improved retention 

in your facility 

• Ability to provide 

staff onsite training in 

needed skills 

Common  

Benefits 

Increase quality and pipeline of job candidates 

Increase visibility of your organization in the community 

Objective: To Improve the Caliber of Job Applicants, Increase Employee Skills and Raise Retention  

through Partnerships with JVS – Resulting in Increased Financial Self-Sufficiency for JVS clients 



                                                                                                                                         
 

                                        
 

Sample Interim Milestone “Metrics” 
 
Recruitment 

1. Percentage of persons making inquiries that show up for (orientation, testing, interviews, etc.) 
2. Percentage of “accepts” that show on Day One 
3. Percentage of “accepts” that are still coming Week Two 
4. Number of “Primary” referral partners (those that provide appropriate referrals) 

 
Work Readiness  

1. Weekly attendance rate / percentage of participants still there after “x” weeks 
2. Percentage of participants demonstrating “x” weeks of perfect attendance/punctuality   
3. Percentage of no call / no shows 
4. Percentage of participants rating a score of “x” or higher from internship or work experience 

 
Case Management / Support Services 

1. Percentage of participants contacted on same day as absence (contact actually made) 
2. Percentage of participants getting “x” needed service 
3. Percentage of case notes that are up to date and complete 
4. Number of community partners that have provided other useful services this year 

 
Academic or Technical Skills Training 

1. Percentage of participants showing an improvement of “x” levels or points 
2. Percentage passing “x” quiz or completing “x” module successfully 
3. Percentage scheduling GED or certification test / Percentage passing GED or certification test 

 
Job Search Skills  

1. Percentage completing approved resume and application forms 
2. Percentage getting a rating of at least “x” from external mock interviewer 
3. Percentage of job seekers with at least “x” interviews a week 

 
Job Quality / Job Match 

1. Percentage of jobs that are full-time / with benefits / with salary of at least “x” 
2. Percentage of jobs that are related to training received / match participant career interest 
3. Ratio of job referrals to actual interviews / ratio of interviews to actual hires 

 
Employer Engagement and Feedback 

1. Percentage of employers that have hired more than “x” participants/across more than one year 
2. Percentage of employers with multiple types of engagement (hire, volunteer, advise, donate) 
3. Percentage of employers that have had face to face contact in the past year / quarter 
4. Percentage of employers saying that they are highly satisfied with your services / would refer 

your program to a peer business 
 
Job Retention  

1. Percentage of hires working at 30 days 
2. Percentage of graduates with follow-up conversation at least once per month / qtr. 
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PROCEDURES:  Identifying Interim Milestones 

 
“DEFINITIONS”:  Try not to get too bogged down in what’s an “indicator” and what’s a 
“milestone”.    They are both goals, expressed in terms of results or accomplishments you want 
to achieve.     
 
Dashboard Indicator:  The “big goal” – The long-term outcomes or results for a program or 
functional area that indicate you’re accomplishing your “mission” and operating effectively. 

 
Interim Milestones:   The “smaller goals” or “stepping stone goals”:  The short-term results that 
a team or individual needs to produce to keep you “on track” to accomplish the bigger goal - or 
to address key factors influencing performance on that indicator. 
 
There are different kinds of milestones: 
 

 Based on time:     e.g., accomplishing 30-day job retention could be a milestone 
toward 6-month retention 

 
 Based on steps in a process:   e.g., Getting 200 appropriate applications could be a 

milestone toward enrolling 100 persons 
 

 Based on an “influencing factor” that you have identified:  e.g., Improving program 
attendance rates from 75% to 90% could be a milestone that helps you accomplish 
placement or job retention indicators.   Or increasing the number of employers that 
have multiple hires could be a milestone for placement. 

 
PROCEDURES: 
 
1.  As a team, make sure you understand the Indicator (the big goal) you are focused on.   

 Does everyone share the same definition of what that indicator means, e.g., 
program completion, job retention, job placement, skill attainment, enrollments? 

 Does everyone understand and agree to the goal for that indicator, e.g., placement 
of 70% of program enrollees? 

 
 
2.  Brainstorm: 

 The key steps or activities that need to be successfully accomplished to reach the 
Indicator goal – What does successful accomplishment of that step look like? What is 
a tangible result?  What would be different or better?  How could that be measured? 

 
 What are some of the other “influencing factors” that we have seen make a big 

difference in accomplishing this Indicator?  Focus on those you have some control 
over. What would success or progress with that influencing factor look like? 

 
3.  Decide Interim Milestones:  What tangible results do we want to focus on to help us stay “on 
track”, doing the most effective things to accomplish our long-term indicator?   
Prioritize…prioritize again in terms of what seems most important but is also feasible to 
measure. 
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ZIP CODE REPORT – Indianapolis Workforce Program  
 

Zip Codes of Enrollees during most recent Program Year 
 

Zip Code   # of Trainees Living in Zip Code (at enrollment) 
 
46201      40 

46202      17 

46203      27 

46204        8 

46205      65 

46208      40 

46214        2 

46218      71 

46219      19 

46221        4 

46222      22 

46224      61 

46225        6 

46226      28 

46227      15 

46228        6 

46229      10 

46234        2 

46235      24 

46237        2 

46239        3 

46241        5 

46250        2 

46254      22 

46260      11 

46268        7 

46032        1 

46033        1 
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Be the Inquisitive Mind!! 
Jump to Questions, Not Conclusions…About Data 

 
 

SPECIFICITY 

What do you notice? What stands out? 

What’s not clear?  What’s confusing? 
 
How does this number break down by (site, 
cycle, demographic, etc.)? 

Who is succeeding? Who isn’t? 

When did it happen? 

How often does this happen? 

Does it happen in every location?  

Give me some examples of the types of 
(jobs, employers, activities….) 

 

 

CONNECTION 

Why might this be?  And why is that? And 
why does that happen? (5 Why’s) 

Is there any connection between . . . ? 

Is there a pattern? 

What do you think were some of the keys to 
this success? 

What’s your hunch about influencing 
factors? 

Tell us a story about this (participant / 
employer)…what happened? 

What could we learn from that? 

What do you want to know more about? 

CONTEXT 

How is this compared to the “big” 
goal? Compared to the goal to date? 

What percent is that? 

Over what time period? 

Is this a change from the past? 

Is this unusual? 

Is this something to be concerned 
about? Why? 
 
Is this progress or good news?  Why?  
 
 

 

VALIDITY 

How do you know? How was it 
verified? 

Does this “look” right? What’s your 
gut feel about this? 

How sure are you? 

How could we get a better feel for 
that? What else look at? 

How could we test this hunch? 

What else do we need to know? 
 

 

 

What’s Your Hypothesis or Hunch? 



Dashboard Indicators

Pathway to Success Program
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Referrals # of Referrals 702 573 641 600

# Starting 346 340 350 360

% of Referrals 49% 59% 50% 60%

# Completing 265 253 256 270

% Starting 77% 74% 70% 75%

# Placements 208 165 180 225

% Completed 79% 65% 70% 82%

 Retention Rates/Average Wage

Starting 

Workshop

Completing 

Workshop

Placements
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Placed 208 165 180 225

# at 30 days 180 151 160 191

% at 30 days 87% 92% 89% 85%

# at 90 days 146 131 130 169

% at 90 days 71% 79% 72% 75%

# at 180 days 127 115 97 146

% at 180 days 61% 70% 54% 65%

Average Wage $8.95 $9.67 $9.54 $9.75

On Target

Marginal/Watch Closely

Out of Range;  Immediate Attention Required

*Retention rates included those clients who have attained that retention point and those who are still eligible for that 

retention point, but have not yet attained it.

90-Days*

180-Days*

30-Days*

5/31/2016



Using Outcome Data to Improve Performance                                     Workforce Benchmarking Network 
 

Basic Procedures for Facilitating a “Fishbone” Exercise with your team 
 
What is the Fishbone?   

 Formally called the Ishikawa Diagram, it’s a continuous improvement tool used in many 
industries to explore possible factors contributing to performance challenges 

 
Objective:    

 To allow a team to identify and explore factors that could be contributing (positively or 
negatively) to a particular performance outcome – in order to identify data that needs to be 
analyzed further or possible changes in program action.   

 
Benefits:  

 The Fishbone exercise gives a team an objective way to look at the content of a problem without 
focusing blame on a particular person or team 

 The Fishbone exercise provides a way to capture the collective and varied perspectives of 
different members of the team representing different functions, to better understand what 
could be at the “root” of a performance issue 

 
The Group: 

 The Fishbone exercise works best in groups of 6-8, so that all have a chance to engage in the 
conversation.  In groups larger than that, divide into smaller teams and have them each do a 
Fishbone. Then compare notes using a “group fishbone”. 

 
How Much Time? 

 It depends.  Doing a fishbone brainstorm and conversation can be 60-90 minutes.  But you may 
decide to do several different fishbones over time, i.e., looking at several different questions – 
so it could take longer if the same group does them all. 

 

 The exercise will likely be done in two parts – the first to hypothesize what the “influencing 
factors” could be and identify data to be collected, and the second after data has been collected 
to see how it informs your initial discussion. 

 
Preparation: 

 Have individual copies of the Fishbone diagram available for everyone 

 Have a large fishbone chart drawn with marker on easel paper – with 4-6 “bones” 

 If working in teams, have an easel paper fishbone for each team 
 
What Are the Steps? 

1. Name the Issue (10 min.):  Agree on the issue / problem that will be the FOCUS of the 
conversation (the “head” of the fish)  

 

 Be as specific as possible, e.g. “job placement of our graduates is at 60%, when our goal 
is 80%” 

 
2. Individually Brainstorm Potential Influencing Factors (10 min.):  Ask the team to take a few 

minutes to individually brainstorm what they think – from their own experience or observation 
– could be influencing the outcome.  Have them consider these kinds of factors: 

 

 Participant characteristics – i.e., do you think people with certain characteristics have 
different outcomes than others?  Do you think there may have been changes in our 
population served that we haven’t been aware of? 

 



 Service delivery (process) characteristics – what is it about the content of various 
activities, length or frequency of service, service quality, that might be having an effect? 
(Consider both participant services as well as employer services.) 

 

 Staff-related factors – are there factors related to how staff are assigned, their 
knowledge or skill levels, or how information is communicated between staff? 

 

 Documentation factors – are there factors that keep us from getting all the relevant 
information we need about the participants or this outcome (i.e., missing info)? 

 

 Environmental factors – could include things in the economy or industry which are hard 
to control, but are there also things in our internal “environment” affecting the 
outcome? Are there policies affecting us, our employers or our other partners that make 
achieving the outcome more difficult?   

 
3. Brainstorm Potential Influencing Factors and Hypotheses as a Group (20-30 min.) 

 Go around the group, getting from each person one factor that they think is important.  
List that factor on a piece of easel paper or board. 

 
What is the “hunch” or “hypothesis” you have regarding that factor?  What kind of 
correlation would you expect to see?  (e.g., hunch:  those with GED’s are more often 
placed…)  (note the hypothesis on paper as well) 

 

 After everyone has had a chance to add a factor, see if anyone in the group has another 
important factor to add that hasn’t been mentioned yet. 

 

 Have we considered a variety of factors – participant factors, service factors, staff 
factors, documentation factors, environmental factors that we might have some 
influence on? 

 
The key is to focus on those things over which the team has some degree of influence or control. 

 
4. Decide as a Group Which Factors to “test” or learn more about (20 min.) 

 Which do most people in the group think is a factor? 

 Which would be easy to explore or learn more about because we already have the data? 

 Which would take more work to look at, but our hunch tells us it’s important? 
 

5. For each factor chosen, identify types of relevant data – both quantitative and qualitative 
(e.g., case notes) – that could be analyzed to see if there’s a correlation between the potential 
influencing factor and the outcome (20 min.). 

 Make assignments to gather and analyze the data  
 
ONCE THE DATA IS AVAILABLE, COME BACK TOGETHER. 
 

6. Report on the findings – what did we learn about our hunches? 
 

7. Reflect on the data and decide next steps 

 What’s surprising about our findings? 

 Correlation is not the same as “causality”.  But where do we need to gather more data – talk 
with more people – to understand the connection?   Which factor might need a separate 
fishbone to really dig down into what’s happening there? 

 Given what we’ve learned so far, what initial ideas come to you about ways of responding to 
this potential influencing factor??? 

 What ideas does this give us about “interim milestones” we should be tracking more 
carefully or paying more attention to? 


